A new plasma spectroscopy analysis technique based on the generation of synthetic spectra by means of optimization processes is presented in this paper. The technique has been developed for its application in arc-welding quality assurance. The new approach has been checked through several experimental tests, yielding results in reasonably good agreement with the ones offered by the traditional spectroscopic analysis technique.
Introduction
There is a great variety of optical spectroscopic techniques covering a large range of different application scenarios. From the use of absorption spectroscopy for environmental monitoring in different spectral bands [1, 2] , to pharmaceutical research [3] , applications focused on art and archeology, or the analysis of compounds [4] , spectroscopic approaches offer rich information about the processes or materials under analysis. The study of the information contained in the spectra, analyzing particular emission or absorption lines, relations between several spectral peaks or even the background radiation, is commonly an efficient approach when an optical solution is feasible.
A relevant niche for optical spectroscopic techniques is the inspection of different industrial processes, typically regarding quality assurance. Examples can be found in the processing of food [5, 6] , tobacco [7] and the manufacturing of electronic devices. Some promising solutions have also been developed for on-line quality assurance of arc and laserwelding processes. The complexity of the physics involved in these processes has made it difficult to formulate a generic theoretical model able to relate efficiently all the parameters involved [8] . This lack of a mathematical framework has led to basing welding quality assurance on procedure trials where the optimal input welding parameters are determined and off-line destructive and non-destructive evaluation techniques, like penetrant liquids, X-rays, ultrasonics, magnetic particles or macrographs. These solutions are usually expensive in productivity terms. Thus, the search for an efficient on-line welding quality monitoring system, able to early detect defects in the welds, has become and active area of research. The introduction of arc and laser welding processes in some relevant industrial areas, like aeronautics or nuclear, where quality assurance plays a mayor role, has also contributed to this research effort.
Regarding arc-welding, several on-line monitoring techniques have been proposed, from the analysis of the plasma acoustic emission [9] to the use of infrared thermography [10] or machine-vision [11] . Plasma emission spectroscopy seems also promising, due to the correlation between some spectroscopic variables, like the plasma electronic temperature T e , and the resulting weld quality [12, 13] . Its use exhibits several key advantages, like the possibility of a non-invasive arrangement of the input optics, the electromagnetic immunity of optical fiber sensors and the possibility of performing different analyses with the various chemical species participating in the plasma.
The feasibility of a real-time, on-line implementation of spectroscopic-based solutions has been demonstrated [14, 15] . However, there are still some difficulties in unambiguously interpreting the T e profiles, especially when trying to identify different kinds of weld defects. In this sense, an erroneous selection of the atomic emission lines contributing to the determination of T e can lead to both false alarms and undetected defects. Hence, an alternative technique to verify the results obtained with the traditional spectroscopic approach would be useful. In this paper, a new spectroscopic analysis technique originally designed for the analysis of the arc-welding process is presented. The use of optimization algorithms and the generation of synthetic spectra permit the determination of the participation percentage of some key atomic species within the plasma. The resulting profiles show a direct correlation with the resulting weld quality, making them an alternative technique for performing quality analyses of arc-welding processes. TIG-welding tests will show the feasibility of the proposed technique, validating its results with the traditional T e profiles.
Plasma spectroscopy
A typical plasma spectrum is composed of several atomic emission lines, corresponding to transitions of neutral atoms or ions of those atomic species contributing to the plasma. Usually a significant background radiation appears, commonly referred to as Bremmstrahlung [16] . The spectroscopic analysis in the particular case of the welding quality assurance problem lies mainly in the determination of the plasma electronic temperature T e . As mentioned in Section 1, it is known that the profiles of this parameter present a correlation with the quality of their associated seams [12, 13] . Although there are different ways to obtain an estimation of T e [17] , it is typically computed using the following simplification, which involves only two different emission lines in the calculation
where E m is the upper level energy, I the emission line intensity, A the transition probability, g m the statistical weight and 
In Eq. (2) h is the Planck's constant, c the light velocity, N the population density of the state m, Z the partition function, k the Boltzmann constant and n the other state contributing to the transition. When the left hand side of Eq. (2) is plotted against the excitation energies, the slope of the resulting graph is inversely proportional to T e . Equation (2) is derived from the Boltzmann equation
The expression relating the intensity of an emission line induced by a transition from the level m to n to the population density of the upper level N m is
where γ mn is the frequency associated with the emission line. Equation (4) is valid for optically thin plasmas, condition that is commonly accepted for arc-welding plasmas [14, 18] .
Despite the higher reliability of the plasma temperatures obtained with Eq. (2), the simplified Eq. (1) is commonly employed in on-line monitoring applications due to its lesser computational cost. It is worth noting that the separation between the upper level energies E m associated with the selected emission lines has to be maximized to obtain an accurate T e estimation. This separation can be derived from Eq. (5), which determines the uncertainty in the computation of the temperature ( )
In Eq. 
Proposed spectroscopic analysis technique
Several processing stages have to be considered for the on-line estimation of T e . A schematic description of the system proposed in a previous paper is depicted in Fig. 1 [19] . Plasma radiation (generated during the arc-welding process) is captured by means of an optical sensor system. The spectral response of the whole input optical system (e.g. optical fiber, spectrometer) has to be considered to avoid spectral distortion of the collected data. As mentioned above, the plasma spectra usually present a significant background radiation, which is removed by means of a smoothing algorithm. Some of the multiple emission lines must be selected establishing a signal-to-noise rejecting threshold. These lines are modeled using a simplified Voigt function [20] and a sub-pixel algorithm to accurately estimate the peak central wavelength [21] . This parameter is especially relevant for identifying the emission lines. A local copy of a NIST database [22] is used to associate each emission line with its corresponding chemical species and ionization stage. The identification stage is somewhat important, as incorrect identifications will produce erroneous T e estimations when using Eq. (1) or Eq. (2). The emission lines selected for the analysis have to be free from selfabsorption, and an estimation of the temperature uncertainty obtained with them must be also carried out [19] . Finally, as stated in Section 1, a correlation will be established between the resulting T e profiles and their associated welds.
The proposed technique makes use of these processing stages with the exception of the T e estimation. Once the significant emission lines have been selected, some of them, following a criterion of number of appearances in the different spectral captures, will contribute to the generation of the synthetic spectrum. Only emission lines with known relative intensities in the NIST database are used in the synthetic spectra and, therefore, in the optimization process, as these relative intensities are employed to generate the synthetic spectrum of each ion and neutral atom considered. The species likely to appear in this process will be those included in the material to be welded and the welding shielding gases. The optimization process starts after the ions and neutral atoms contributing to the synthetic spectrum have been selected.
Controlled Random Search (CRS) optimization algorithms [23] have been chosen for this stage considering that their characteristics are suitable for the spectral minimization problem. For each spectral capture, the function to minimize (fitness function) will be the mean square error between the real welding spectrum and the synthetic one, evaluated in all the emission lines contributing to each ion or neutral atom synthetic spectrum. Considering that the dimension of the optimization problem will be the number of ions and neutral atoms contributing to the synthetic spectrum, the variation of their participation percentage will allow to gradually reduce the error arising from the computation of the fitness function, until a given stopping condition is satisfied or the number of global and local iterations is exceeded. Participation can be here defined as the relative concentration of the species (neutral atoms and ions) participating in the plasma [proportional to N in Eq. (2)]. The repetition of the above process with all the spectral captures associated with a particular welding process gives rise to detailed profiles indicating the participation percentage of the relevant neutral atoms and ions in the plasma. CRS algorithms are introduced in the following Section.
Controlled random search optimization algorithms
When a particular problem is described in terms of a cost function that has to be minimized, the process of looking for the optimal solutions can be extremely complex. A good example of the so-called optimization process is the search for the optimal route for a logistics business, trying to minimize both time and fuel costs. Multiple variables may be necessary to model the problem under analysis, several different solutions can be valid, and the computational cost tends to be high. Optimization algorithms have evolved and they can be classified into several groups depending on the search technique employed. A classification example can be established by dividing the optimization methods between those which only need evaluations of the function to be minimized, and those which also required evaluations of the derivative of that function.
A mathematical formulation of a generic optimization problem can be expressed in the following terms
where S is the search space, f(x) is the function to minimize, and f * the minimum. In practical problems, an approximation of x * will be enough, satisfying a criterion so that
where * x is the approximation and ε the error assumed in that approximation, also called the stopping condition.
Controlled Random Search (CRS) algorithms were initially developed for processes involving non-analytical cost functions. They can be described as a direct search technique, and are purely heuristic. Basically, an initial set of N points is chosen and then iteratively contracted by substituting the worst point with a better one. CRS algorithms evolved from simple random search methods, where only the best point was retained in each iteration. In CRS algorithms, the replacement point can be determined by means of a global technique, but a local one can also be introduced to search in a smaller region. An efficient implementation of these CRS algorithms is CRS6 [24] , which can be summarized as follows:
2. The best points according to the evaluation of the fitness function are selected and two more are randomly selected from the point set. A multi-dimensional parabolic interpolation is performed with these three points, evaluating the interpolation maximum. If a worst point is obtained, or the established limits are exceeded, then step 2 must be repeated. If the point is found to be the best one, then it has to be substituted and step 4 has to be processed. 3. Finish if the stopping condition is fulfilled. 4. "Local phase": to be repeated M times each time, or finish if the stopping condition is satisfied. A new random point is selected, using a beta-probability distribution, whose mean will be the best point coordinates, and with a standard deviation obtained from the distance between the best and worst points. The new point has to be evaluated and, if it is a best new one it has to be substituted.
In the following Section experimental results are provided showing that the participation profiles obtained using CRS algorithms within the proposed spectroscopic analysis technique show a clear correlation with the welding quality of their associated seams.
Experimental issues
The validation of the proposed technique was carried out by performing several arc-welding tests within the laboratory. A Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding system, which is schematically depicted in Fig. 2 , was used to generate seams in AISI-304 stainless steel plates. The welding system is formed by a Kemppi Mastertig 2200 power source and a TIG torch attached to it. The tungsten electrode (1 mm diameter) with a conical tip preparation was placed at approximately 2 mm from the plates during the welding tests. Argon was employed as shielding gas, with an initial flow rate of 12 L/min. A positioning system, formed by a controller (Newport MM4005) and two linear stages (Newport MTM100PP1) with 1 μ m resolution, was controlled by means of a PC to generate the desired weld trajectories. Two different alternatives were used as input optics of the spectroscopic system. A configuration based on a collimator (7 mm diameter) attached to an optical fiber (Ocean Optics P400-UV-VIS) was used, as well as an optical fiber (Ocean Optics P50-UV-VIS) embedded within the TIG torch, guiding the fiber tip through one of the gas nozzle exits. Both configurations are schematically depicted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. It is worth noting that, in terms of the processing scheme presented in Fig. 1 , the use of different input optics configurations does not affect the result of the spectroscopic analysis, as the spectral response of both options is considered in the spectral equalization processing stage. In the two cases mentioned above, the plasma radiation is delivered to a CCD spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB2000), with 2048 pixels, a spectral resolution of 0.3 nm and a spectral range from 195 to 535 nm. The whole system, including the TIG power source, the spectrometer and the positioning system, is controlled by a conventional desktop PC, which also performs the processing tasks. The tests performed regarding the proposed spectroscopic analysis technique were run on a dual-core 3 GHz processor desktop PC with 2 GB of RAM. The code was implemented in the C# programming language.
Several tests were performed to check the results delivered by the new technique. As an initial study of the performance of the CRS6 algorithm, a single plasma spectrum obtained during a TIG welding test was replicated to generate a set of 150 identical spectral captures. In this way, the ability of the optimization algorithm to converge to the same expected result can be checked in terms of parameters such as the stopping condition ε or the maximum number of iterations. The spectrum used to create the set of spectral captures is shown in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that, as mentioned in Section 3, the plasma spectrum exhibits a significant background radiation, as well as several atomic emission lines. Table 1 contains the data of the different simulations performed with CRS6, where condition is the CRS6 stopping condition ε , participation is the relative concentration (%) of neutral atoms and ions participating in the plasma, std is the standard deviation, and error is the CRS6 optimization error, computed as the mean square error between the real plasma spectrum and the synthetic one. Global and local iterations are the number of iterations performed during the optimization process in the global and local search techniques, and processing time is the estimated computational time of the optimization process. Ar I and Ar II were selected as indicators of the stability of the results offered by the algorithm for different captures. The mean value of the neutral atom and ion participations, and also the mean standard deviation of the whole process, considering the 150 spectral captures, are shown. The standard deviation of the participation percentage is a good indicator of the ability of CRS6 to converge to the same solutions for all the considered captures. As expected, the Ar I and Ar II participation profiles are less noisy for more demanding ε . Another indicator of the performance of CRS6 is the error of the optimization process itself. It can be seen that, for less than 1, the error remains within the same range (in fact it diminishes, but considering more decimal positions). Precisely for that range of ε , the mean standard deviation for both Ar I and Ar II is less than 1. This reduction in the overall process error is a result of the increased number of the iterations of the both global and local search techniques required for smaller ε . The processing time also increases accordingly to the total number of iterations required for the optimization process. An example of the optimization process for the plasma spectrum shown in Fig. 4 is depicted in Fig. 5 . The real plasma spectrum (blue) is presented after the line identification stage (see Fig. 1 ). Some lines have been identified as Ar II or Cr I, while others remain unclassified. The synthetic spectrum (red) is formed by the contribution of all the neutral atoms and ions considered. The synthetic spectrum exhibits peaks for all the identified emission lines. Some line intensities of the synthetic spectrum tend to be close to the real ones, while some discrepancies appear in lines like the one identified as Cr I at approximately 476 nm. Incorrect line identifications and the use of the line relative intensities provided by the NIST local database for the generation process of the synthetic spectrum over a wide spectral range could be the cause of these discrepancies. Although an improvement in the match between real and synthetic spectra will be studied in future works (some possible solutions in this regard will be discussed in Section 6), the following experimental tests show that the proposed analysis technique is feasible for weld defect identification. Several tests have been carried out considering real welding plasma spectra, with ε = 0.001 in all of them. An example is presented in Fig. 6 , where a weld seam was performed using two different welding currents of 42 and 37 A alternatively. In Fig. 6 (a) the resulting seam is presented, where slight variations produced by the current variations in the seam width can be observed. The participation percentage of Ar I, Ar II and Cr I are depicted in Fig. 6(b) . The welding current is also included in Fig. 6 . The Ar II participation profile exhibits a clear correlation with the welding current variations, and hence with the slight variations in the seam width. The profile associated with Ar I shows the same correlation with the welding current at the beginning of the process, but this relation becomes more diffuse at the end of the process. The Cr I profile has also some correlation with the welding current, but in this case the resulting signal is noisier.
An interesting result is presented in Fig. 7 . In this case the weld was performed with a constant welding current of 40 A. A small defect in the seam was provoked at x ≈ 5 cm, where the shielding gas flux was reduced from 12 L/min to 6 L /min during approximately 0.5 s. Figure 7 (a) presents the resulting seam with the discontinuity at x ≈ 5 cm. The T e profile associated with this weld was calculated by using Eq. (2) with several Ar II emission lines. A clear perturbation can be seen in Fig. 7(b) in the T e profile at the location of the defect. The results obtained with the proposed technique are displayed in Fig. 7(c) , including the participation profiles of Ar II, Fe I and Mn I. There is a clear correlation between the T e profile and the Fe I and Mn I profiles. The profile corresponding to Ar II presents a subtle variation at the location of the defect, but in this case the correlation with the T e profile is not so clear. A similar example is presented in Fig. 8 . Figure 8(a) shows the bottom of a seam with two small discontinuities. The T e profile shown in Fig. 8(b) , again determined by means of Eq. (2) and several Ar II lines, has two clear perturbations at the locations of both defects (x ≈ 4.5 and x ≈ 6.5 cm). The identification of the defect at x ≈ 4.5 cm is due to an erroneous identification of an emission line when using CDA as sub-pixel operator [18] . The use of other sub-pixel algorithms to estimate the central wavelength of the emission lines involved in the calculations do not allow to identify that defect. The participation profiles of Ar II, Ar I and Mn I are presented in Fig. 8(c) . In this case the Ar II profile does not provide any clear correlation with the quality of the weld [ Fig. 8(a) ]. The profile associated with Ar I exhibits some subtle perturbations at the defect locations. The Mn I profile is not as stable as the Ar I and Ar II ones, but the perturbations associated with both defects are stronger. The perturbations associated with the participation profiles depicted in Figs. 7 and 8 are summarized in Table 2 . In both cases it can be seen that the perturbations in the participation profiles (measured as the standard deviation (std) of those signals), exceed the one calculated for the plasma temperature T e . Both studies were performed for a section free of defects in the weld seam, particularly from x = 3 to x = 4.8 cm in the case of weld test no. 1 (Fig. 7 ) and x = 4.7 to x = 6.2 cm for weld test no. 2 (Fig. 8 ). An improvement in the stability of the participation profiles would be desirable for an on-line control of the welding process. 
Conclusion
A new spectroscopic analysis technique based on the use of optimization algorithms to determine the participation profiles of plasma ions and neutral atoms has been proposed. It has been checked by means of several TIG welding tests, showing correlation between the ion and neutral atom participation profiles and the quality of their associated weld seams. Results considering the traditional approach of determining the plasma T e profiles have also been included as an additional validation of the proposed technique. Although with promising results, several issues remain to be addressed which could improve the performance of the proposed technique.
Regarding the determination of the neutral atom and ion participation profiles of a given species, it is remarkable that they are independently computed during the optimization process. This could lead to an incorrect partitioning between ionization stages. The inclusion of the Saha Equation in the process should be considered, as it allows to determine the ratio of the densities of two consecutive ionization stages of a given species [16, 17] , yielding a more realistic estimation of the partitioning.
The generation of synthetic spectra could also be revised. In the proposed technique the synthetic emission line intensities are obtained from a NIST local database. However, the use of those relative intensities over a wide spectral range may cause discrepancies found in the optimization process in specific emission lines. This could be the origin of the lack of response associated with defects observed in the Ar II profiles, as the lines associated with Ar II predominate in the spectral range analyzed [25] . Using the T e estimation to obtain the desired emission line relative intensities might be a better alternative. Although based in a more sophisticated theoretical model, a similar approach is used in [26] in terms of the need for an initial temperature estimation (and the number densities of the species involved) to produce synthetic spectra. A Monte Carlo optimization is used in this case for the validation of a radiative model of laser-induced plasma.
Different alternatives for the optimization process can be considered. It is worth noting that variations of the CRS6 algorithm [27] and genetic algorithms have already been checked, with similar results to the ones obtained with CRS6 in terms of participation profiles, but with higher computational cost. Although an implementation of the proposed technique as an online quality assurance system is feasible, questions regarding the reduction of both processing times and noise in the participation profiles remain to be addressed. Tests involving arcwelding processes in real industrial scenarios are currently being performed.
